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2013 to support applications including

consistent latency or can tolerate lost

accommodate customers who want

flight
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The latest by email
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monitoring, when applications such
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the latest news on products
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nodes in the network will periodically

WSDA-200-USB gateway may toggle

sensor nodes, and no lost data. The

synchronize their time clocks to a

their network into either LXRS or

Lossless protocol allows the user to

beacon that is broadcasted by the

LXRS+ mode, depending on whether
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WSDA gateway. Each beacon contains

their application prioritises range or

by measurement parameter
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selection of the correct items.
For more details and to request
your copy please contact us.
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field of industrial process control valves and we
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him up to speed with our product range.
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timestamp their collected data within

LXRS uses the 802.15.4 protocol,

of
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current products along with live
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has a -93.5 dBm Rx Sensitivity, and
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demonstrations available on
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experience
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across various
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uses a proprietary protocol, has a

pulled from this buffer, and upon
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sectors

and

the coming

-86.5 dBm Rx sensitivity, with 16000

receiving

an
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If
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transmission using each protocol at
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